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The detailed understanding of droplet coalescence is important for the accurate description of 
liquid/liquid dispersions. A test cell is designed which enables serial examinations of the random 
coalescence process with high repetition rate, good observability and accuracy of experimental 
parameters. Within this rectangular test cell a rising droplet collides with a pendant one, while 
recorded by a high speed camera. The gained experimental data allows a validation and further 
development of appropriate models. The investigated parameters in this work are the drop size and 
the superimposed mass transfer influencing the coalescence probability. These examinations were 
carried out in the EFCE standard test system toluene / acetone / water. The effect of varying the 
drop size seems to be interfered by the different rising velocities due to buoyancy. Introducing a 
transferring component has a significant impact on the coalescence process. A transfer direction 
from disperse to continuous phase results in a coalescence probability of almost 100%, whereas the 
reverse mass transfer direction induces a repulsion of nearly all droplets.  
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Introduction 
Dispersions of at least two liquids showing a miscibility gap are an integral part of several unit 
operations. Therefore, a detailed understanding and quantitative description of the characteristics 
and conditions of these systems is important for various technical applications. The most important 
characteristic of an emulsion is the drop size distribution which affects e.g. the interfacial area and 
settling time. The drop size distribution is determined by the phenomena breakage and coalescence 
of single droplets. Thus, these interactions determine the macroscopic behaviour of an emulsion 
directly. Although various models are available in literature for both phenomena (Liao and Lucas, 
2010, 2009), the prediction of the drop size distribution is only possible with restrictions when 
varying for example the power input or material and process conditions. Consequently, excessive 
and expensive experimental investigations are still necessary at different scales for process 
development. For instance, the design of extraction columns still requires pilot plants using high 
amounts of the original physical system. To diminish the number of influencing factors of the whole 
process, it is necessary to reduce the problem to the fundamental behaviour of single droplets. 
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Therefore, the impact of influencing parameters for drop coalescence and breakup needs to be 
identified and quantified for each phenomenon separately. The gained knowledge of this behaviour 
can be used to validate existing models or to develop new ones. A modelling approach which 
accounts for the droplet interactions is the population balance equation, which describes the time 
dependent drop size distribution by death and birth terms for drop breakage and coalescence 
(Hulburt and Katz, 1964; Kopriwa et al., 2012; Ramkrishna, 2000, 1985; Randolph and Larson, 
1962). 
 
In comparison to the breakage of droplets, Chesters (1991) considers the binary coalescence of two 
drops as a more complex problem because the interaction of two usually unequally sized droplets 
has to be considered additionally to the outer continuous phase flow.  
In principle droplets have to come into contact, which however does not necessarily result in 
coalescence, but also in a possible repulsion of the droplets. For an appropriate modelling, the 
understanding of the coalescence process itself is important, which is divided into several phases 
(Marrucci, 1969). First of all, the two droplets have to approach each other with a certain relative 
velocity. Due to fluid dynamic forces the drops are deformed and a thin film of continuous phase is 
formed between the two drop interfaces. The shape of the film is not planar but lenticular (the so 
called dimple) so that the outer boundary of the film forms a circular region where the interfaces of 
the two drops are closer than in the rest of the film (Klaseboer et al., 2000; Mackay and Mason, 
1963). For coalescence to occur, the film has to drain until a critical film thickness is reached at 
which the drop interfaces confluence spontaneously at a certain point. Here, a so called coalescence 
bridge between the drops is built (Chen et al., 2004; Radoev et al., 1983; Scheludko et al., 1965; Vrij, 
1966). From this ‘hole’ in the film the coalescence front extends rapidly across the contact area 
driven by the interfacial tension and coalescence of the two droplets occurs (Aarts et al., 2005; 
Zdravkov et al., 2006). According to these phases of the coalescence process, the crucial influencing 
factors are the contact time of the droplets, the drainage time of the film, the critical film thickness 
and the time of confluence. These again depend on the drop properties (e.g. drop sizes, relative 
velocity), the properties of the phases (e.g. viscosity, density, interfacial tension, surfactants) and 
the system conditions (e.g. energy dissipation, flow pattern, geometry).  
To determine and quantify the influence of these properties, substantial research has been done up 
to now. However, a broad variety of results can be found in literature which may be caused by the 
huge amount of influencing parameters. Additionally, the experimental investigation of the 
coalescence process is a challenging task due to the required high spatial and temporal resolution. 
Furthermore, a high purity of the fluids is mandatory, as already minor impurities may have a 
significant impact on the properties of the interface and consequently on the coalescence process 
(Soika and Pfennig, 2005; Wegener et al., 2009). Published values for the critical film rupture 
thickness differ from tens (Radoev et al., 1983; Vrij, 1966) to hundreds of nanometres (Zdravkov et 
al., 2003) although theoretical examination predicts a range of around 1 nanometre (Chesters, 
1991; Vrij, 1966). The time span of confluence of the two droplets (or film rupture time) varies 
from hundreds of microseconds to milliseconds (Aryafar and Kavehpour, 2006; Thoroddsen et al., 
2005) whereas the drainage time (or contact time) of the film between two interfaces, which has to 
elapse for coalescence to occur, has a broad distribution from milliseconds (Sagert and Quinn, 
1978; Scheele and Leng, 1971) over seconds (Vijayan and Ponter, 1975) to infinity for stable 
emulsions (Carroll, 1976).  
Most of this theoretical and experimental research has been done for single droplets coalescing 
with a planar surface (e.g. Aryafar and Kavehpour, 2006; Basheva et al., 1999; Bozzano and Dente, 
2011; Charles and Mason, 1960; Dickinson et al., 1988; Hartland, 1967a, 1967b, 1967c; Hool et al., 
1998; Jeffreys and Hawksley, 1965; Kourio et al., 1994; Mackay and Mason, 1963; Mohamed-Kassim 
and Longmire, 2004; Ortiz-Duenas et al., 2010; Thoroddsen, 2006). Extensive theoretical research 
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has been made modelling the film formation and drainage of two coalescing droplets (e.g. Abid and 
Chesters, 1994; Baldessari and Leal, 2006; Bozzano and Dente, 2011; Chen, 1985; Chesters, 1991; 
Danov et al., 1993; Eggers et al., 1999; Ivanov et al., 1999; Klaseboer et al., 2000; Lee and Hodgson, 
1968; Marrucci, 1969; Toro-Mendoza and Petsev, 2010).  
Experimental studies of droplet-droplet coalescence can be classified by the used set-up. Most 
investigations were conducted with static set-ups where the droplets are fixed on needles (Ban et 
al., 2000; Borrell and Leal, 2008; Chen and Pu, 2001; Gaitzsch et al., 2011a; Klaseboer et al., 2000; 
Pu and Chen, 2001; Sagert and Quinn, 1978; Thoroddsen et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2004) or lying on 
top of or next to each other (Kumar et al., 2006; Neumann, 1963; Ortiz-Duenas et al., 2010; Vohra 
and Hartland, 1981). This offers the advantage of good observability and adjustability of drop sizes 
but is hardly comparable with dispersion interactions in a fluid flow.  
Set-ups which offer dynamic collisions differ in their flow patterns. Guido and Simeone (1998) 
introduced two droplets in an artificial shear flow which caused the collision between them. The 
research group of Leal (Borrell et al., 2004; Leal, 2004; Yang et al., 2001) performed substantial 
research of two slowly (Reynolds number of 1) colliding drops injected into a two dimensional 
linear flow produced by four rolling cylinders. Using a counter flow cell, Gaitzsch et al. (2011b) 
investigated the coalescence of double emulsions during droplet rising. Eckstein and Vogelpohl 
(1999) and Simon and Bart (2002) performed drop collisions with a droplet swarm in the same set-
up. Although the counter flow cell represents the dynamics in reality quite well, the observability 
due to optical distortion and lateral movement of the drop is poor and the relative velocity between 
the rising drop and the droplet swarm is restricted. The collision of freely moving droplets in a 
stagnant continuous phase was examined by Scheele and Leng (1971) and Eiswirth et al. (2012). 
Although the two set-ups have considerable limitations, they provide a good observability and 
similarity to a real dynamic collision. The horizontally colliding drops in the work of Scheele and 
Leng (1971) require a density similar to the continuous phase or a high velocity to minimize a 
vertical drift due to buoyancy. The droplets in the work of Eiswirth et al. (2012) are produced by a 
continuous flow of disperse phase and detach from the needles due to buoyancy and inertia forces. 
Hence, the drop size and velocity in this set-up depend on the needle size and flow rate of the 
disperse phase and are therefore only variable independently by a modification of the needles. 
Additionally, the volume which forms the drop, and thus determines the drop size, cannot be 
quantified exactly. Due to the high temporal resolution, the accurate triggering of the high speed 
imaging is a challenging task. Scheele and Leng (1971) used an analogous camera with 5000 frames 
per second (fps) and wasted a 100 feet (~30 m) roll of film per failed record. Although Eiswirth et 
al. (2012) was not facing this disadvantage with a digital high speed camera, it was a challenge to 
record the distinct time and place of the coalescence event.  
These findings initiated the design of a new test cell for single drop coalescence analysis performing 
the following characteristics: dynamic investigations with good observability, precise drop size 
generation and variation without modification of the set-up, change of relative collision velocity 
and variability of the liquid phase properties. In addition, a high reproducibility of the single drop 
collisions with high repetition rate at the same time is inevitable to establish a statistically relevant 
data base to validate and develop coalescence models. This requires an automation of the complete 
experimental sequence.   
 
The first application of the test cell investigated the impact of the drop sizes and the superimposed 
mass transfer on droplet coalescence. The influence of the drop size is not consistently described in 
literature, but the equivalent droplet diameter which is commonly used in coalescence models 
(Chesters, 1991; Coulaloglou and Tavlarides, 1977; Liao and Lucas, 2010) is defined as:   
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The decrease of the coalescence probability with increasing droplet size and ratio is described e.g. 
by the film drainage model of Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (1977) following the dependency: 
 4eq1 dcexp   
where all other influencing factors of this model (inclusive energy dissipation rate) are lumped in 
the parameter c1 in this study. A detailed discussion of the influence of drop diameter and energy 
dissipation rate described by different models can be found in Kopriwa et al. (2012). 
The influence of a superimposed mass transfer was studied previously with two fixed droplets (Ban 
et al., 2000; Chevaillier et al., 2006) and a fixed drop with an approaching planar interface (Gourdon 
and Casamatta, 1991). All authors identified an acceleration of the film drainage with mass transfer 
from disperse to continuous phase and an increased drainage time with inverted mass transfer 
direction in the systems toluene / acetone / water (Ban et al., 2000; Gourdon and Casamatta, 1991) 
and glycerol / acetone / silicone oil (Chevaillier et al., 2006). Hence, a significant change in the 
coalescence probability was observed: drops coalesce immediately with a mass transfer direction 
from disperse to continuous phase and the coalescence is retarded with a mass transfer from 
continuous to disperse phase (Gourdon and Casamatta, 1991). This significant influence of the 
transferring component is often described by a change of the film drainage due to Marangoni 
effects or a variation of the mutual miscibility of disperse and continuous phase due to the presence 
of the solute (Kopriwa et al., 2012; Tsouris and Tavlarides, 1993).  
Materials & methods 
The choice of the physical system with the corresponding properties is in general arbitrary, for a 
better understanding the set-up will be explained assuming a continuous water phase and a lighter 
disperse oil phase. The designed test cell combines the advantages of static and dynamic set-ups by 
inducing the collision of a rising with a pendant droplet (see Fig. 1). The upper oil drop pends on a 
cannula which can be positioned precisely in all three dimensions. This fixed droplet allows the 
observation of the collision process at a specific position. The rising oil droplet is generated by a 
cannula at the bottom of the test cell and is released by a short ejection of continuous water phase. 
It accelerates and rises over a certain length, adjusted by the position of the upper cannula, and 
collides with the pendant droplet.  
The rectangular test cell has an inner volume of 0.5 litres (height x width x depth: 150 mm x 90 mm 
x 37 mm) with an outlet at the bottom to guarantee an easy exchange of the continuous phase. The 
frame is manufactured of stainless steel, the side windows of quartz glass and all seals, tubes and 
fittings in contact with the investigated fluids are made of PTFE. This choice of chemically highly 
resistant materials is due to the fact that already small impurities can influence the coalescence 
behaviour significantly. In addition, the test cell is easily accessible for cleaning. The droplets 
detach from the cannula’s rim at a certain maximum drop diameter if the buoyancy force exceeds 
the adhesive and interfacial forces. To investigate bigger droplets, the cannula diameter has to be 
enlarged accordingly. In these investigations the upper cannula size (made of stainless steel 
1.4301) was 0.8 mm x 0.6 mm (outer x inner diameter) and the lower cannula (made of borosilicate 
glass) measured 0.5 mm x 0.2 mm. With these cannulas it was possible to generate drop sizes 
between 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm at the bottom as well as at the top. The cannula distance could be 
varied from static direct contact up to 100 mm. 
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Fig. 1: Side view of the coalescence test cell with rising and pendant droplet 
 
For detailed understanding, the flow diagram of the test cell is shown in Fig. 2. The generation of 
the droplets is realised by two syringe pumps Hamilton PSD/2 with plug valves. The oil pump (1) 
has a 3-port valve (Hamilton HVC 3-5) mounted, which is used to distribute the specified oil 
volumes for the upper and lower droplet. To eject the remaining oil phase to the lower cannula tip 
and release the droplet afterwards, the water pump (2) with 2-port valve (Hamilton HVC 3-2) is 
connected to the PTFE tube by a T-fitting (4). This alternating flow of disperse oil and continuous 
water phase, which is shown schematically in Fig. 2 (4), allows a precise dosing of the droplet 
volumes, respectively sizes. The used syringes for the present investigations with a volume of 
250 L (Hamilton TLLX 1725) for the water pump (2) and 50 L (Hamilton TLLX 1705) for the oil 
pump (1) results in a dosing precision of ±0.125 L and ±0.025 L. To detach the sticking drop at 
the lower cannula, a short pulse of water phase is given by the water pump (2). The intensity and 
duration of this pulse has to be adjusted carefully preventing an undesired acceleration of the 
droplet after detachment. Therefore, the volume and velocity of this pulse can be optimized by trial 
method for every drop size so that the water flow just breaks the link between the cannula’s rim 
and the droplet. The collision of the two drops is recorded by the CMOS high speed camera (5) 
Photonfocus MV-D752-160-CL-8 (maximum resolution of 752x582 Pixel at a frame rate of 350 fps) 
with a Pentax TV lens 12 mm mounted and illuminated by the LED flash (6) CCS LDL-TP-100/100-R 
from the backside of the test cell. After the collision some oil phase may remain at the tip of the 
upper cannula. Therefore, a second cannula connected to the peristaltic water pump (3) Ismatec 
IPC 8 is installed sideways to remove these residuals. The temperature inside the test cell is 
controlled by two U-tube heat exchangers fed by the thermostat (7) Haake D1 and logged by the 
digital thermometer (8) Greisinger GMH 3710. 
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Fig. 2: Flow diagram of the test cell with the components: syringe pumps for (1) oil phase and (2) 
water phase, (3) peristaltic pump, (4) T-fitting PTFE, (5) high speed camera, (6) LED flash, (7) 
thermostat, (8) thermometer 
 
The control and automation of the test cell was realised using LabVIEW 2010 from National 
Instruments. The control routine for the collision of a specified number of droplets n_drops is 
visualised by a structogram in Fig. 3. For each loop a sequence is passed through which initiates a 
droplet collision recorded by the high speed camera. The focus of this automation was the fast 
execution of an experimental sequence. Therefore, the image analysis has been moved to a 
consecutive independent procedure. At the beginning of an experimental sequence the syringe 
pumps for oil and water are refilled. Then the oil syringe pump generates the upper droplet by 
ejecting the specified volume V_up to the upper cannula. The lower droplet is generated by 
pumping the specified volume of oil V_low via the T-fitting to the lower cannula. Afterwards the 
remaining oil volume inside the tubes and fittings is filled by the water syringe pump. High speed 
camera and flash are initialised and the recording begins. Then the lower droplet is detached by a 
short pulse of water given by the water syringe pump. After the record time for the collision t_rec, 
the camera is stopped and the pictures, the used parameters and the temperature are saved. In the 
end of a sequence potentially remaining oil phase is removed from the two cannulas by a water jet 
induced by the peristaltic pump and the water syringe pump.  
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CONTROL ROUTINE
for i = 1 to n_drops
fill syringe pumps oil and water
generate upper droplet:
- eject  V_up  oil
generate lower droplet:
- eject  V_low  oil
- eject  V_dead  water
initialise camera and flash
start recording
detach lower droplet by pulse of water
stop recording after  t_rec
save 
- pictures from frame grabber
- parameters and temperature
flush remains by water jet with:
- peristaltic pump
- water syringe pump
 
Fig. 3: Structogram for the control routine of the test cell 
 
For the present investigations the EFCE standard test system for extraction (Misek et al., 1985) 
toluene / acetone / water is used. Accordant to the purity requirements, only chemicals for analysis 
were used: toluene Merck 1.08325.2500, acetone Merck 1.00014.2500 and ultrapure water with a 
resistivity of 18.3 MΩ·cm produced by the purification system Werner EASYpure UV. All 
experiments were conducted at a temperature between 24.0 - 25.0 °C. To avoid undesired mass 
transfer between toluene and water due to a slight mutual miscibility, the phases were saturated 
with each other for at least 12 hours before an experiment. Therefore, the phases were prepared in 
a separatory funnel, which was shaken manually several times, and afterwards separated by 
settling. Investigating the influence of the transferring component acetone, a certain concentration 
difference between the two saturated phases was prepared by adding acetone to the disperse or 
continuous phase, depending on the mass transfer direction. To avoid mass transfer of acetone 
within the tubes after the T-fitting, the water reservoir of the syringe pump was saturated with 
acetone accordingly. During the experiments the concentration difference varies due to the 
accumulation of acetone in the mass receiving phase. This error increases to a deviation of 
approximately 0.5% in the concentration difference of acetone after 50 droplet collisions of two 3.0 
mm drops and mass transfer direction from disperse to continuous phase, which represents the 
worst case. To avoid a further deviation, the continuous phase was exchanged after 50 droplet 
collisions.  
Results & discussion 
The designed test cell for single drop coalescence analysis combines the advantages of static and 
dynamic set-ups by inducing the collision of a rising with a pendant droplet in a quiescent 
continuous phase. The immobilization of only one droplet enables dynamic investigations with 
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good observability. The syringe pumps provide a precise drop size generation and the droplet 
detachment due to the alternating flow of oil and water phase enables a variation of the drop size 
without modification of the set-up. Moreover, a change of relative collision velocity and a variation 
of the liquid phase properties is possible. Due to the automated control sequence 2 - 3 droplet 
collisions per minute can be recorded by the designed test cell. As presented in Fig. 4 and the 
appended video, that both show ten recorded sequences merged in parallel, the dosing of the 
droplet volumes is precise and the collisions are highly reproducible. Hence, the experiments 
showed that this set-up offers the possibility of serial examinations of the coalescence process 
under the systematic variation of influencing parameters. 
 
 
Fig. 4: Video of ten sequences in parallel of a droplet collision (dup = 2.5 mm, dlow = 2.5 mm, cannula 
distance = 20 mm, 180 frames recorded with 620 fps)  
 
The acting forces are assumed to be mechanically similar to the ones interacting on two freely 
colliding drops with the same relative velocity, although the same magnitude of relative velocity 
may act in a different way in different flow fields. In this set-up the relative velocity can be adjusted 
directly which offers a straightforward validation of the corresponding model assumptions, where 
the relative velocity is commonly substituted by the energy dissipation rate. Although the quiescent 
fluid and a fixed droplet are simplifications to the real two phase flow, compared to static 
experiments the impact of additional dynamic parameters like relative velocity, collision angle and 
contact time can be investigated. Moreover, the achieved good observability is obligatory for serial 
examinations and a subsequent quantification of these dynamic parameters.  
For each parameter set at least 100 droplet collisions were recorded and analysed to obtain 
statistically relevant results. In Fig. 5 the trend of the coalescence probability is shown exemplarily 
over the analysed sequences for equal drop sizes of 2.5 mm and a cannula distance of 20 mm. After 
80 sequences the total coalescence probability levels off at 44% ± 2%. This trend can be detected as 
well if the angle of collision θ between the droplets’ centre of mass is considered. This allows the 
differentiation between head-on (θ = 0°), slightly off-centre (θ < 45°) and highly eccentric (θ > 45°) 
collisions, which occur by inevitable small deviations in the rising trajectory of the lower droplets. 
The total coalescence probability equals the probability of two frontally colliding drops. 
Corresponding to the analogy between head-on and glancing collision revealed by Borrell et al. 
(2004), the influence of an eccentric collision is small: the coalescence probability differs by ± 5% 
resulting in a decreased probability of 40% for slightly off-centre collisions and a higher 
coalescence probability of 50% for highly eccentric contacts. Failed droplet collisions within a 
sequence (due to incorrect droplet detachment, non-collision, air entrainment, mistaken recording 
time, etc.) are indicated by skipped symbols in the total coalescence probability of Fig. 5. In this case 
53 errors occurred manly in the last half of the experiment, which is a relatively high number 
compared to other runs and caused by non-ideal detachment parameters. Nevertheless, these 
recorded sequences yield a number of 110 analysed droplet collisions.  
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Fig. 5: Trend of coalescence probability over analysed sequences for head-on (θ = 0°), slightly off-
centre (θ < 45°) and highly eccentric (θ > 45°) collisions 
 
First investigations using the developed test cell were conducted varying the sizes of the upper and 
lower droplets between 1.5 and 3.0 mm at a constant cannula distance of 20 mm. In addition, the 
transfer component acetone was introduced varying the drop sizes and the mass transfer direction. 
The results are shown in Fig. 6 where the coalescence probability  is plotted against the 
equivalent droplet diameter deq of the colliding droplets. Without mass transfer, the coalescence 
probability scatters over the range of investigated equivalent drop diameters and no clear trend is 
identifiable. This seems to be the result of an interference of at least two influencing parameters. 
With differing size of the lower droplet, the rising velocity changes due to buoyancy. Hence, the two 
influencing parameters drop size and relative velocity depend on each other and the film drainage 
model (using a value of c1 = 4.375∙1010 m-4) is not able to describe the experimental values by 
reducing it only to the dependency on the equivalent drop diameter deq as done in this case. This 
becomes obvious looking at the three data points with similar equivalent drop size (deq = 2.64, 2.69 
and 2.73 mm) in Fig. 6. The two experiments with a bigger droplet at the upper cannula (dlow = 
2.5 mm, dup = 2.8 and 2.9 mm) result in a coalescence efficiency of 0% and 8%. Whereas the 
experiment with a bigger droplet rising (dlow = 3.0 mm, dup = 2.5 mm) shows a coalescence 
probability of 90%. This shows that the widely used assumption that a collision of drops differing in 
size but having the same equivalent drop size deq results in the same coalescence probability is at 
least exceeded by the influence of the slightly different rising velocity or even questionable. This 
interference of relative velocity and drop size becomes even more interesting if comparing the 
implementation of these in existing coalescence models. As shown recently by Kopriwa et. al (2012) 
the equivalent drop diameter and the energy dissipation rate (from which the relative velocity is 
commonly calculated) are implemented with different proportionalities and partly even 
contradictory (Liao and Lucas, 2010). Consequently, the impact of the drop sizes and the rising 
velocity will be investigated systematically in future analysis. The obtained data will offer an 
experimental validation and improvement of the modelling approaches. Up to now, the recorded 
sequences are analysed manually. Evaluating all sequences per parameter set, with about 300 
images each, would end up in an analysis of at least 30,000 pictures per data point. Therefore, the 
velocity of the rising droplet cannot be quantified systematically due to the absence of an 
automated picture analysis which is developed currently.  
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Fig. 6: Influence of equivalent drop diameter and superimposed mass transfer on drop coalescence 
efficiency at a cannula distance of 20 mm (1.5 mm ≤ d1, d2 ≤ 3.0 mm) 
 
However, the influence of the superimposed mass transfer is enormous. Inducing a mass transfer 
by a concentration difference of acetone ( c = 2 g/L) from disperse to continuous phase (d → c) 
results in a coalescence probability of about 100%, independent from the drop size and therefore 
the relative velocity. According to the findings of Chevaillier et al. (2006) and Gourdon and 
Casamatta (1991), the contact time of the approaching droplets before coalescence occurs is 
extremely short (within the time span between two recorded images of 1.6 ms) and therefore not 
measurable with the used high speed camera. Inverting the mass transfer from continuous to 
disperse phase (c → d) extends the film drainage time above the overall contact time of the droplets 
and ends up in a coalescence efficiency about 0%, independent of the drop size and rising velocity 
as well. The intense influence of the mass transfer can be seen in the supplementary videos of Fig. 7 
and 8 showing eight drop collisions in parallel of equal sized droplets with a diameter of 2.5 mm 
and a concentration difference of c = 2 g/L for both transfer directions.  
 
Fig. 7: Video of eight sequences in parallel of equally sized droplets (dup = 2.5 mm, dlow = 2.5 mm, 
mass transfer d → c with c = 2 g/L, cannula distance = 20 mm, 150 frames recorded with 620 fps) 
 
 
Fig. 8: Video of eight sequences in parallel of equally sized droplets (dup = 2.5 mm, dlow = 2.5 mm, 
mass transfer c → d with c = 2 g/L, cannula distance = 20 mm, 150 frames recorded with 620 fps) 
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Conclusions 
By using the novel test cell for single drop coalescence analysis, it is possible to conduct a serial 
examination of the coalescence probability varying particular parameters. A good observability due 
to a combination of static and dynamic droplet collision, a high repetition rate of 2 - 3 recorded 
sequences per minute and a good reproducibility of the collisions enable an examination of at least 
100 collisions per parameter set, which is important for statistical analysis. The influence of drop 
size ratio seems to be interfered by the different relative velocities of the droplets, hence a clear 
trend could not be found and will be the objective of further investigations. To determine the 
relative velocity for each sequence, an automated picture analysis is required and developed 
currently. This will also allow the quantification of contact and coalescence time, droplet 
deformation and coalescence probability. Superimposed mass transfer influences the coalescence 
significantly: mass transfer from disperse to continuous phase results in a coalescence of nearly all 
droplets and inverting the mass transfer direction retards the coalescence almost completely. 
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